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ABSTRACT

We present theoretical results for the two-photon widths of relativistic quarko-
nimu states with arbitrary angular momenta. Those relativistie formulas are
required to obtain reasonable agreement with the absolute scale of quarko-
nimn decay rates to two photons, and have previously only been derived for
spin-singlet qq states. We also evaluate these formulas numerically fur I < 3
q ~ Uyd states in a Coulomb-plus-linenr qq potential mod<!l. Light-quark
highor-l and radially-excited qq states should be observable ex]>eriiiieutall,v.
as their two-phv>tou widths are typically found to be ~ 1 KeV. The radially-
excited lS{\ bigher-innss quarkonium states such as cc and bb should also be
observable in 77, but orbitally-excited cc .states with i > 1 and 66 states
with € > 0 are expected to have very small two-photon widths. The helicity
structure of the highcr-l qq couplings is predicted to bo iiuutrivia). with both
A = 0 and A = 2 77 final states contributing significantly; these result!) may
be useful as signatures for 99 states.

1. Introduction and Motivation
The most exciting topic in QCD spectroscopy is the search for states outside

the standard qq and qqq quark model. Possibilities for such states are multiquark
systems such as molecules1 (qq)(qq), and gluonic hadrons2 which include hybrid
mesons (qqg), hybrid baryons {qqqg) and glueballs (gg). Despite the intense interest
in this subject and the considerable experimental effort that has been applied to this
problem, no gluonic states have yet been established. There are only two resonances
which have been widely accepted as non-qq states, the /n(975) and a,,(980) A"/\-
molecule candidates1, although questions remain about this assignment3.

1 Invited Contribution, Ninth International Workshop on Photon-Photon Colli-
sions (La Jolla, CA, 22-26 March 1992).



The masses predicted for these "extraordinary hadrons" are typically 1.5 £ M
% 2.5 GeV. Paradoxically, a crucial part of the search for "extmordinaries" in to
establish the spectrum of "ordinary" qq mesons in the 1.5-2.5 GeV region. The
extraordinaries may only stand out clearly when the ordinary qq states are a well-
understood and classified background.

Two-photon physics can contribute to the search for non-qq resonances both
by establishing the spectrum of qq levels and by identifying states with anomalous
77 couplings. 77 collisions are useful for determining the spectrum of qq states
because qq mesons have a characteristic pattern of 77 couplings, for example the
relative flavor factor within a flavor-SU(3) multiplet of qq states;

I \ , ( / ) : IN, (a) : I \ , ( / ' ) = 2 5 : 9 : 2 . (1)

If there were any doubts about the identity of one of the light 3F2 states
/2(1270),(12(1320) and /^(1525), for example, their relative 77 widths would be
a strong argument that these are all qq states if any one had been established as
qq. Similarly, the relative couplings of qq states within a zLj multiplet have a
characteristic pattern, which for £ - 1 in the nonrelativistic quark model is

I \ , ( 3 P 2 ) : r , , ( » f t ) : I \ , ( a P ( l ) = 1 : 0 : ^ . (2 )

This ratio is actually modified somewhat by relativistic corrections4'5, as we shall
see, and for light quarks is reduced from 15/4 to =a 1.8.

The I\-> partial widths of resonances would be even more useful in the iden-
tification of qq states if the absolute scale of these widths was reliably calculable.
Unfortunately, this absolute width scale proves to be rather sensitive to the assump-
tions made in calculation, as has been noted in several theoretical investigations5"'.
The nonrelativistic quark model predicts that two-photon partial widths are pro-
portional to the £th derivative of the qq wavefunction at contact, for example for
the £ = 1 state /2(1270)

= 3 - ^ 7 = - ~ ^ - \rj>'{OW • (3)

These contact formulas follow from an expansion of the annihilation amplitude to
the first nontrivial order in 0, which proves to be a mediocre approximation <>ven
for cc when compared to the original relativistic result'. Although the nonroln-
tivistic helicity selection rule of A = 2 dominance for 3 P% -• 77 is little changed
by relativistic corrections, the absolute scale of the rates proves to be very sensi-
tive to relativistic effects. To understand the absolute experimental F, , we should



calculate two-photon widths without using this nonrelativistic contact approxima-
tion for the annihilation amplitude. In this contribution we present the appropriate
relativistic IV, i'ormulas for qq states with all j P C .

Another reason for interest in higher-£ qq states is the recent detection of the
7r2(1670) in 77 by the CELLO8 and Crystal Ball9 collaborations, with a partial
width of

r / M«7«m / 1.00 ± 0.07 ±0.15 KeV (CELLO); , . ,
I\,(io(1670)) » I 1M ± 0 2 3 ± Q 2 g K e V | C r y s t a l

 J
BaU) (4)

This is especially noteworthy because the 7^(1670) is a reasonably well-established
£ = 2 qq state; note in comparison the FT7 of the I = 1 02(1320),

r\,(a?(1320)) = 0.90 ± 0.15 KeV . (5)

As these states have essentially identical 77 widths, this suggests that there may be
little suppression of r\-, with orbital excitation for light (u, d, a) qq states. Thus, 77
collisions may prove useful in identifying higher-̂ ? qq states above 1.5 GeV, where
non-qq states are expected. When the ^(1670) was first reported in 77, theorists
had not yet calculated [\-> for (. > 1 states, largely due to lack of motivation. In
response to this discovery the nonrelativistic "contact" formula was derived Ander-
son, Austern and Calm10 and by Ackleh and Barnes"; not surprisingly, this was
found not to be in good agreement with experiment. The relativistic I\., has al-
so been derived', and is in much better numerical agreement with the observed
I\-)(""a(1670)), although a discrepancy remains. The experimental indication that
the light-quark !%•> may not fall significantly with increasing £ is in accord with
the predictions of these relativistic formulas. Clearly we will require relativistic qq
results for the I\-. of other states if we are to understand their absolute 77 widths;
these new relativistic results for the remaining, odd-£ triplet qq states (5,v = 1) are
reported here.

2. General Formulas for T^(gg)

The relativistic 77 partial width of a qq state is found by integrating a
momentum-space qq wavefunction <p(p) against the O(a) tree-level T-matrix ele-
ment; the angular integrals can be done in terms of Legendre functions of the sec-
ond kind, which leaves a one-dimensional integration over the modulus of the quark
momentum times an amplitude function. The technique is described in detail for
the singlet case by Ackleh and Barnes', and the results reported here simply ex-
tend these calculations to the triplet case11. The triplet decay is richer in structure
because thert; are two independent helicity amplitudes; for the even-£ singlet case
with j r c — et'en~+ only the single A = 0 77 final state is allowed. In contrast, ôr



the odd-£ triplet case the maximum-spin and minimum-spin states with j ~ I ± 1,
j P C ~ et»en^+ can produce both A — 0 and ,\ - 2 77 final states. (The middle-
of-multiplet triplet state has j p c ~ orfd+ + ; for this j l > c there is only a A ™ 2 77
state, which exists only for j > 3.)

Our general result for the !%•> partial width to the helicity-A final 77 state is

(6)

This results consists of a color factor of 3, a flavor factor, a phase space factor12

T, and the square of an amplitude which is an integral of the qq momentum-space
wavefunction times the T-matrix helicity amplitude f\, (/3). (0 = p/Ep.) The
essential part of this formula is the 77 amplitude function /*>(/?); the spin-singlet
(even-^) function has been discussed previously7, and is

(7)

The special case £ - 0 was considered some time ago by Bergstrom, Snellman and
Tengstrand0 and independently by Hayne and Isgur13; using the result Qu(0~l) ~
ln((l + 0)/(l - /3))/2, and noting that

m,

one recovers the overlap integral derived in the earlier references.
The new relativistic results for the spin-triplet case are rather more complicat-

ed. First, the A = 0 triplet amplitude functions are

j = « + l ;

and the terrible A = 2 triplet functions are (with an implicit argument of /?"' for
the Legendre functions)

(2jTTj
v } -

, (10)



W-D(f^)

and finally

Although these are rather complicated results, one can easily reach quite general
conclusions by comparing these amplitude functions for different cases. For example,
comparison of the dominant helicity-two aP2 amplitude /A~2(/3) with the weaker
helicity-zero 3Fj amplitude /A=rll(/(?) allows one to conclude that the relative helicity
partial widths satisfy

pA~U/3n\
SS < 4 7% (-[-ft

for any nodeless qq wavefunction <j>(p). This result follows from the ratio of the am-
plitude functions, which reaches an extremum near 0 = 1. It applies to states such
as the /a(1270), under the assumptions that they are pure qq states and annihilate
through the lowest-order Feynman diagrams only.

The nonrelativistic limits of these formulas, which give the "contact formulas"
analogous to (3) for all angular momenta, have been derived by Ackleh, Barnes and
Close14. Although the absolute rates predicted by these contact formulas are not
expected to be reliable for light quarks, they lead to interesting helicity selection
rules for higher-^ qq states, which we find to be rather insensiti"e to relativistic
corrections.

3. Numerical Results

3.1 sPj (uyd,s) qq States.

Here in the interest of brevity we present numbers primarily for spin-triplet
qq states, since corresponding results for the singlet case have been published else-
where. To generate numerical width estimates we require explicit wavefunctions
for the qq states, which we integrate in (6) with the appropriate amplitude func-
tion /:Y09). Here we use a Coulomb-plus-linear potential in the nonrelativistic
Schrodinger equation; this is certainly realistic for heavy quark systems, and is well
known to give surprisingly good results for light quark systems as well.



First, for the light u,dts quark systems we assume the usual quark model
parameters of «„ s 0,6 and a ™ 0.18 GeV2. A conventional value for the v,d
constituent quark mass is m7 ~ 0.33 GeV; Hayne and Isgur13 however noted that
with relativistic corrections a lighter quark mass of m? — 0.22 GeV is often preferred
by the data. In view of this parameter uncertainty we quote results for a range of
light quark masses, m , ^ 0.33 -» 0.22 GeV. The 3P,, mass is taken to be 1200 MeV.

For the light / ~ 0 3Pj states our results are given in Table 1 below.

Table 1: 77 partial widths for light 3 Pj states.

1
1

M« + dd)/\/2

/«)/r, .,(/*)

Theoretical value

3 . 2 5 -

1.71 -
0.04 —
1.75 —

0.022
1.86

6.46 KeV

3.93 KeV
0.11 KeV
4.04 KeV

- 0.029
-» ? 80

Experiment

4.3 ± 0.8 ± 0.6 KeV (Crystal Ball)25

8.0 ±1.67 KeV (CELLO)16

2.76 ±0.14 KeV (PDG)17

3.01 ±0.12 KeV18

< 0.082 95%cX (a2 , CELLO)8

Note that the ratio r^>(3Fo)/rr>(3^>2) has been reduced from the nonrelativis-
tic value of 15/4 to as 1.8 by relativistic corrections; this is very similar to the 0(/32)
result of Li, Close and Barnes4, and is in reasonable agreement with experiment at
present accuracy. Note that the helicity-zero 3P2 partial width, which is zero non-
relativistically, is predicted to be = 2 - 3% of the total T^; this is somewhat smaller
than the 0(0*) Li et al estimate of as 5%, which assumed SHO wavefunctions. Ex-
perimentally there is at present only an upper limit on this interesting helicity-zero
contribution, which is not far from the theoretical expectation.

One of the interesting unsolved problems in 77 resonance production is the
apparent absence of radial excitations. This may be due to their small branching
fractions to channels which have been investigated experimentally, since the ob-
served cross sections are proportional to F.^ times the branching fraction to the
observed final state. If our relativistic results are reliable for light radial excitations
this must indeed be the case, as we predict that these levels have 77 widths com-
parable to those of the corresponding ground states. In the light 3Pj sector, taking
an assumed first-radial rnultiplet mass of 1800 MeV. we find 77 partial widths of

(3P(J(1800?)) = 2.16 -* 2.32 KeV , (14)



i) = 1.53 - 2.44 KeV , (15)

r^"(3F2'(18QQ?)) =* 0.08 -.0.16 KeV , (16)

so the predicted widths are slightly smaller than for the aPj p?ound states and
should be observable experimentally.

The 3 Pj strangeonium 77 widths cr*n be estimated using the same a, and a
and a strange quark mass of TO,, = 0.55 GeV. The results are

(s/>«(1525?)) = 0.17 KeV , (17)

r-^2(3P2(1525)) = 0.065 KeV , (18)

r;v=°(3P3(1525)) = 0.9 eV ; (19)
•n

• \ A =

•n

the predicted /a(1525) width of 0.066 KeV is somewhat smaller than the PDG17

experimental value of 0.11 ± 0.02 KeV. Kolanoski19 reported a rather smaller ex-
perimental value of 0.078 ± 0.011 KeV in his introductory review talk, which is
consistent with our theoretical result for a pure as state. Note that the theoretical
value is rather smaller than would be expected from the flavor factor (1), due to the
suppressed coupling of the heavier strange quark. Of course r^^(/j) is notoriously
sensitive to any admixture of nonstrange quarks, so the agreement with either ex-
perimental number is satisfactory in view of this possible additional contribution.
It is actually possible to separate the strange-quark mass suppression in 77 cou-
plings from qq <-» ss mixing, given accurate experimental data. In the pseudoscalar
system this important and underappreciated effect changes the fitted TJ-TJ' flavor
mixing angle by =s 10 degrees19.

3.2 3Fj (u,d) qq States.

In response to the detection of the £ = 2 7T2(1670)8'9 and a candidate partner
Tja(1876) state20 with large 77 widths, we naturally enquire into the 77 couplings
at the next level of orbital excitation, t — 3. Here we have found very interesting
results; the familiar A = 2 selection rule for 3P^ states in the nonrelativistic quark
model generalizes to all odd-£ maximum-spin states with j = £+1, but does not hold
for the minimum-spin j = £ — 1 states. Even nonrelativistically we find both A = 2
and A = 0 -7 couplings to these j = £ - 1 states, with comparable amplitudes. The
full relativistic results modify this selection rule somewhat, but the nonrelativistic
helicity pattern remains evident. Our numerical results for (u.d) 3Fy states are
given in Table 2 below, using the 3Pj parameters of section 3.1 and a mass of 2050
MeV.

Since there are well-established sFj candidates with known branching fractions
to experimentally straightforward final states such as TTTT, for example the fi(205Q),



it should be possible to detect this inultiplet in 77 nnd investigftte the helicity struc-
ture of the 77 coupling, which is predicted to be rut her complicated. Unfortunately,
the absolute scale of F ^ for this multipiet is evidently quite sensitive to the value of
m, assumed, and the observation of one mesnber of the multiplet will be important
to establish the overall scale.

Table 2: 77 partial widths for light 3 Fj states.

1 sFj {nti + dd)/\/2

r£"(8*)
r*-n(8*)

r,, ('*)
r^f(3F2)
r^TFs)

Theoretical value

0.33 - 1.56 KeV
0.03 --» 0.20 KeV
0.36 -• 1.76 KeV
0.50 ~» 2.49 KeV
1,85 -» 8.49 KeV
0.63 -» 2.62 KeV
2.48 —• 11.11 KeV

Nonrelativistic ratios1 ̂

1
0
1
1

625/100
294/100
919/100

3.8 Charmonia.

For charmonium we mainly consider the C = 1 Xj states, since the £ = 0
relativistic results have been published elsewhere1. The parameters we use are again
fairly conventional, a , = 0.4, a = 0.18 GeV2 and m,. = 1.4 GeV. The predicted 77
widths are rather insensitive to a,, and a, but show moderate dependence on m,..
To illustrate this, with these parameters we predict

= 4.8 KeV (20)

whereas a somewhat larger mc = 1.6 GeV leads to

= 3.4 KeV , (21)

so a plausible range of relativistic theoretical values is I\^(»;r) =3-5 KeV, depending
on the choice of mc. The absolute scale is especially interesting in view of the
wide range of experimental results presented at this meeting, which were P.- (»;, ) -
2.5±1.2 KeV (E760)21, X\7(7?r) = 5 . 9 + ^ + 1.9 KeV (CLEO)" . T--(n,) = 7.5-2.7
KeV (Shoresh meeting summary)38 and I \ . ( J ; ( . ) = 12.2 x 3.0 KeV (ARGUS)-3.

The corresponding 3Pj charmonium 77 widths for m,. - 1.4 GeV arc given
in Table 3 below. These Xj results are also moderately sensitive to m,.; changing



m(. from 1.4 GeV to 1,6 GeV reduces r , , ( . \ a ) from 0.56 KeV to 0.34 KeV and
I \ > ( \ n ) from 1.56 KeV to 0.96 KeV. The ratios are rather more stable, for example
P-,>(J/, ), r \- ,( \2) 5s 10 over a considerable range of m,-. At the heavier e-quark
mass scale the relatives tic A = 0 component of the decay ,\2 ~* 77 is predicted
to be quite small. Another result of these weaker relativistic effects is that the
ratio r \^( \ , i ) /T^^(\2) is predicted to be about 2.8, intermediate between the =s 1.8
expected for light quarks and the 15/4 of the nonrelativistic limit.

Table 3: 77 partial widths for \ , cc states.

3Pj CC

r-(u(3556))

Theoretical value

0.56 KeV

1.56 KeV
0,005
2.79

Experiment

0.251 ± 0.069+JJ-;;,1:} KeV (E760)21

< 1.0 KeV 95% cl. (CLEO)22

2.8 ±2.0 KeV (PDG)17

3.8 ± 1.7 ±1.2 K e V ( T P C ) "
4.0 ±2 .8 KeV (PDG)17

As was the case for light quarks, we find that the 77 widths of cc states do not
decrease significantly with radial excitation. For example, for an 7jJ.(3590) we find
I V = 3.7 KeV and for a x2(3900?) we find I\.> - 0.64 KeV. Radial excitations
such as the ij'r are clearly high-priority targets, as no radial excitations have yet
been identified in 77, and these predictions of unsuppressed radial-99 77 widths
are presumably more reliable at the larger c-quark mass scale. Higher-^ cc states
in contrast are predicted to have very small 77 widths; for a 1Z?2(3840?) we expect
T ^ = 20 eV, and for a 3F2(4100?) we expect V^ = 30 eV.

3.4 Heavy Quarks; bb and ti.

Our conclusions for heavy quark states can be summarized quite briefly. For
66, with parameters a* = 0.15, a = 0.18 GeV2 and JTH = 4.5 GeV, we find an
J?A(9400?) width of ?->-> = 0.17 K e V . Again there is no 'important radial suppres-
sion, and the next two radials are predicted to have I\-,(rj»,(9980?)) = 0.13 KeV and
r^(rjf,( 10340?)) = 0.11 KeV. In contrast, V^(bb) falls very rapidly with orbital ex-
citation, so that all £ > 0 bb states are expected to have very small 77 widths. F<>r
our parameters we expect I\-,(x2fc(9900)) = 3.7 eV and r\,(\,,A(9900)) = 13 eV.
and £ > 1 bb states have F^-, < 1 eV. For toponium, assuming m« — 140 GeV and
a, — 0.1, we expect an r)t 77 width of about 5 KeV. The orbital excitations of it



are expected to have very small 77 widths.

4. Summary and Conclusions

Resonance production >n two-photon collisions is useful for the classification of
qq states and the identification of non-qij candidates; this is because qq l-mulliplels
have a characteristic pattern of 77 couplings in flavor and j . Accurate modelling
of these couplings requires relativistic results for F ^ , which should be evaluated
using realistic qq wavefunctions, for example from a Coulomb-plus-linear potential
model. Here we have presented new relativistic results for the F1-,., of qq states
with arbitrary angular momenta, and have evaluated the 77 helicity partial widths
numerically for qq states up to £ •— 3. Some of our more important conclusions are
as follows:

1) For light {u,d) quarks the well-known relativistic ratio of P.n(3Pii)/T.l. {*P?) =
15/4 is reduced to as 1.8 by relativistic corrections,

2) The helicity-zero component of the 3P ? -» 77 decay for light quarks is expected
lo be rather small, r^"( 3 P 8 ) / r^ ' 1 ( 8 P 2 ) %2 3%, with a theoretical maximum of
5; 4.7% for any nodeless 3 l\ qq wavefunction.

3) For light (u,d, .1) quarks we find no significant suppression of l\^(qq) with radial
or orbital excitation.

4) The light-quark 3 Fj states are predicted to have 77 widths of ~ 1 KeV and
thus should be observable in 77; the 3Fj state in particular is predicted to have a
complicated helicity structure, with both ,\ = 2 and A = 0 77 amplitudes present
with comparable strengths.

5) For heavier (c,6,t) quarks we again find no significant suppression of r^->(qq)
with radial excitation, but 1%-, falls rapidly with orbital excitation.

In future spectroscopic work it will be especially useful to search for radially-
excited qq candidates such as the T/(1295), ^(1440), /2(1810) and 7^(3590); no radial
excitations have been reported in 77, and many of these radial states have masses
and quantum numbers similar to expectations for non-99 states. The search for
higher-spin qq states in the exotic mass region above 1.5 GeV will also be an impor-
tant contribution; of these, the 3Fj qq multiplet at 2050 MeV is the next obvious
target. The encouraging experimental prospects for resonance studies a! present
and future 77 facilities have been reviewed by Bauer?<> and Borden, Bauer and
Caldwell20. These qq studies, combined with studies of the 77 couplings of nan-qq
candidates such as the /i(1420) and "0(1710)". may allow us to establish a clear pic-
ture of neutral meson spectroscopy in the complicated and fascinating regime above



1.5 GeV, where scoJar glueballs, hybrid mesons, and perhaps multiqu?rk systems
me expected in addition to the more fnniilinr qnarlioniuin states.
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